Japan is known for its high quality products.

The words ‘Made in Japan’ bring images of TRUST, GOOD SERVICE and a PREMIUM QUALITY product.
Japanese people are known to live very long and quite healthy. Their love for nature, traditional foods are remarkable too.
Japanese women are famous for their beauty, skin, make-up and style.
Owing to its history of healthy food sciences, modern day research and innovative formulations, Japan has abundant variety of highest quality:

- Functional Foods
- Nutraceuticals
- Collagen Products
- Wellness & Dietary Supplements
- Skincare Supplements
- Cosmetics
Japanese beauty, healthcare and wellness products are in great demand worldwide but have not been easy to source because of issues such as:

- communication gaps
- regulatory matters
- high minimum order size
- lack of flexibility of changing formulations packaging
Nizona provides you 
MADE IN JAPAN 
products in ‘Your Brand’.

The development stages 
are:
Product Concept
Based on the customer’s concept, Nizona evaluates technical feasibility of ingredients and their cost impact.

Lab Sampling
Lab Samples are made by qualified laboratories and adjusted for meeting requirements of taste, appearance, consistency, etc.
Manufacturing

Based on the specifics of the case, Nizona will appoint the most suitable Japanese sub-contractors. Manufacturing will be engaged only to factories meeting all the quality and regulatory certification requirements of the customer’s country.
Logistics

Nizona has the expertise of handling complex import / export operations to provide all necessary support to our customers and their shipping agents for smooth international delivery.
Registration & Regulatory Support

Nizona has professional capacity to handle complex documentation and regulatory requirements. Upon requirement of customer, Nizona will prepare and submit all required documentation regarding product and manufacturing process.
Your Brand
Made in Japan

- Concept. Lab Sampling
- Registration & Regulatory Support
- Manufacturing
- Logistics
Following different forms are available:

- Drinks
- Tablets
- Capsules
- Powders
- Cosmetics
- Creams / Lotions

...and other innovative products from Japan.
What is your benefit in working with Nizona?

Nizona helps you to overcome all issues such as:
- communication gaps
- regulatory matters
- minimum order size

Offers:
- a very wide variety of latest products
- flexibility of changing formulations & packaging
- Lab Samples
- Package designs in English or any of your local languages

All the above with total transparency!
What type of documents can Nizona provide?

- GMP Certificate
- ISO Certificate
- Certificate of registration
- Health Certificate
- Free Sale Certificate
- Certificate of Analysis
- Certificate of Origin
- Product Declaration
- Product Specifications
- Product Formulation Sheet
- Manufacturing flowchart certificate
- Radiation Certificate
- Veterinary Certificate

..Others upon request
Please contact us to know some actual case studies and **successful product launches** done by us in USA, UAE, Ukraine, Singapore etc.
Please contact us for more details or if you need an application form.

Email: info@nizona.co

www.nizona.co

THANK YOU.